Oh star of wonder…….
I love to contemplate the mystery of our creation in the mind blowing facts about what we know of our
universe.

Sometimes when I pray, I imagine myself on this planet earth with stars and planets stretching to infinity… and
I feel so small, filled with a sense of awe and wonder at this vast web of systems - not just our Galaxy, but
billions of Galaxies in a Universe still expanding. It is almost beyond human understanding.
The fact that our God creator made all this, that he made us – there is a sense of intent and purpose. And into
this God came in human form, entering the world as a vulnerable baby, destined to be our saviour.
It was the study of the stars that led the Magi to Jesus.
It is contemplation of the stars that leads me to Jesus and fills me with hope in the mystery of the incarnation.
So in the midst of a year of pandemic, economic crisis, climate change, injustice, war and more – it was news
of the night sky that enkindled renewed hope for me this advent.
On the December 21, just after sunset Jupiter and Saturn will align with each other in orbit. This means the two
planets and their moons will be visible hopefully with the naked eye.
This event is called a ‘great conjunction’ and whilst it occurs around every 20 years, this year is very special
because they are exceptionally close, and the event occurs in darkness.
In fact this is the greatest ‘great conjunction’ between Jupiter and Saturn, coinciding with darkness and seen
with the naked eye for the first time since March 4th 1226.
Imagine…. that was when St Francis of Assisi was writing Brother Sun and Sister Moon shortly before he died!
A radical saint, who in the midst of the crusades - renewed the Church, brought the faith to the common people
(in their own language) and urged us to love our creation….
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So on the night of the 21st – take a moment to be quiet and gaze at the heavens
Celebrate Christ, born in history,
Celebrate Christ here in mystery and be open to Christ as he comes again…….
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